**APPROACH KIT**

Just beginning the Bowler's Ed program and looking to launch the program in a school, district, parks department or other organization?

The Approach Kit includes the essential equipment to promote the program without a large financial commitment while showcasing the equipment included in the Bowler's Ed curriculum.

**GREAT FOR**

Showcasing & promoting the program with USBC licensed Bowler's Ed equipment.

1 20' Deluxe Bowling Lane
1 Set Of Weighted Pins (Traditional White)
1 Rubberized Bowling Ball (4 Pound Bowling Ball)
1 Nylon Carrying Bag
1 Pin Layout And Score Sheet Booklet
1 Coupon Booklet + Bowling Poster
Free Bowler's Ed Proprieter & Teachers Manual

**Price: $221.50**

**Catalog price: $370**

---

**FIRST FRAME KIT**

Do you have an interested Bowler's Ed program partner? Seeking a low financial obligation?

The First Frame Kit includes deluxe carpet pin decks that allow the instructor to utilize the gym or classroom surface as the lane involving 15-18 students and 2-3 schools per month. Advance your Bowler's Ed program at a low cost creating an attachment and understanding of the activity.

**GREAT FOR**

Smaller schools/class sizes & limited available storage.

3 Deluxe Carpet Pin Decks (4' x 40")
3 Set Of Weighted Pins (Colored Pin Sets)
3 Rubberized Bowling Ball (3, 4, 5 Pound Bowling Balls)
1 Pin Layout And Score Sheet Booklet
3 Nylon Carrying Bags (Color Coded To Match Pins)
50 Coupon Booklets + Bowling Posters
Free Bowler's Ed Proprieter & Teachers Manual

**Price: $349.00**

**Catalog price: $545**

---

**KIT ITEMS**

CHECK KIT ORDERED FOR INCLUDED ITEMS

**DELUXE BOWLING LANE**

**TRADITIONAL**

**WHITE WEIGHTED PINS**

**RUBBER**

**BOWLING BALLS (5yr Guarantee)**

**PIN LAYOUT**

**COLORED WEIGHTED PINS**

**NYLON CARRYING BAG**

**POSTER**

**WINDOW DECAL**

**COUPON BOOK**

**TEACHERS GUIDE AND CD**

---

For more info or to place an order please contact:

**www.Bowler’sEdSupply.com**

**Email: METROSPORTLTD@gmail.com**

**Metro LTD.**

4001 East State St

Rockford, IL 61108

**815-399-0655**
STRIKE KIT
Are you ready to fully integrate the Bowling Center atmosphere into the Bowlers Ed program?

The Strike Kit includes 6 deluxe carpet bowling lanes and everything you need to involve 30-36 students or 5-6 schools in conjunction with the Bowlers Ed curriculum. Provide participants with the closest thing to being in an actual bowling center!

GREAT FOR
Full integration of the Bowlers Ed curriculum & multiple school participation.

- 6 Deluxe 20' Bowling Carpet Lanes
- 6 Weighted pin sets (colored pin sets)
- 6 Rubberized Bowling Ball (3, 4, 5 pound bowling balls)
- 6 Nylon Carrying Bags (matched to pin color)
- 1 Pin Layout and Score Sheet Booklet
- Bowling Center I.D. Package (2 Window Stickers & 2 Posters)
- 200 Generic Coupon Books + 6 Bowling Posters
- FREE Bowlers Ed Teachers Curriculum Guide

$1450
Preferred Proprietor Pricing

Catalogue Price: $2220

SPARE AND ADAPTIVE EQUIPMENT
Looking to purchase a la carte?

The Spare & Adaptive Equipment items provide a quick way to improve your current program.

GREAT FOR
Improving upon your Bowlers Ed program & adaptive needs schools.

- Deluxe Carpet Pin Decks - $29
  Helps reduce the distance between the bowler and the pin for younger kids.

- Deluxe 20' Bowling Carpet - $129

- Deluxe 30' Bowling Carpet - $165
  Features a 10' approach and a 20' lane, ideal for older kids and larger facilities.

- Weighted Pin Set - $49.50 (traditional white) / $52 (Color)

- Rubberized Bowling Ball - $33/3lb - $38/4lb - $39/5lb

- Adaptive Bowling Ball - $130 (Available in Stock Weights)
  The ultimate ball for adaptive needs bowlers, featuring a spring loaded measurable handle.

- Freestanding Chrome Bowling Ramp (25"W x 62"L x 25"H) - $129
  The portable ramp stands firm on no-slide rubber feet and assemblies/disassembles quickly.

For more info or to place an order please contact:

www.BowlersEdSupply.com
Email: METROSPORTLTD@gmail.com

Metro LTD.
4001 East State St
Rockford, IL 61108

815-399-0655